Wepresent Price List
MODEL
WIPG1000P

WIPG1600W

WICS2100

ACWEPAIRPAD

ACAWIUNIPWR
ACAWIANTSET

DESCRIPTION
wePresent WiPG-1000 offers a configurable Wireless Access Point (WAP). Broadcast an additional wireless
SSID signal for your team or guests to make a connection. The unit offers enterprise level security with
SALSA20 data encryption, gatekeeper settings, and individualized control over IP settings. Windows 7,8,10
(Windows RT is not included) Mac OSX 10.9 and above Android 4.1 and above iOS 4.2 and above. 1 x HDMI 1 x
VGA.
wePresent WiPG-1600W offers all the features found in the WiPG-1000P plus smart and considerate upgrades.
The on screen annotation and virtual whiteboard features enable presenters to highlight key points and
elaborate on ideas during their presentation. Using a USB mouse plugged into the unit, presenters can easily
annotate on screen and access conference control features for moderators without a touchscreen display.1-tomany distribution,USB Media Document PlayerVideo Streaming,Power-Over-Ethernet (POE)
wePresent 2100. 1-to-many distribution, full screen mirroring and Video Streaming, Power-Over-Ethernet
(POE). Seemless Dynamic layout, Airplay and Chrome Cast support, Upgraded on-screen annotation tools,
virtual whiteboard, cross platform facilitating BYOD, up to 64 concurrent login users, Dual Band WIreless
access point, multi-touch screen control, USB input control. plug and show USB token, 1080p
Resolution,Gigabit LAN port.
Airpad. The AirPad works in conjunction with either the WiPG-1600 or the WiPG-2000, both of which offer our
interactive features like onscreen annotation or the interactive whiteboard. If you are using the Enhanced
WebSlides feature found on the WiPG-2000, then your users can see and save your annotation back to their
own device. The USB bluetooth adapter plugs into the front USB port on the wePresent. Immediately, you will
have wireless control of your presentation
Awind Universal Power Supply. Spare power supply for WiPG1000/1500/2000 and WGA-310. 5v 2.6amp
Awind Dipole Antenna Set. Replacement antenna set for WiPG1000/2000 and WGA-310.
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7 900,00

14 000,00

18 500,00

1 700,00

339,00
85,00

